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Abstract—Transmit power control (TPC) has been recognized as one
of the effective ways to save energy in wireless devices. In this paper,
we demonstrate the energy-efficient Distributed Coordination Func-
tion (DCF) operation of IEEE 802.11a wireless LANs (WLANs) via
TPC and physical layer (PHY) rate adaptation. The key idea is to en-
force an RTS/CTS frame exchange before each data transmission, and
then select the most energy-efficient combination of the PHY mode and
the transmit power level for the subsequent data frame transmission to
save energy. The performance of the proposed scheme is evaluated via
simulation in the ns-2 simulator.

I. I NTRODUCTION

In wireless local-area networks (WLANs), most wireless devices
such as laptops and palmtops are battery-powered, and extending
the operating time of such devices is always desirable and impor-
tant. A WLAN device normally operates in one of the following
modes:transmit mode, receive mode, or sleeping mode. Applying
transmit power control (TPC) in WLAN systems, which allows a
WLAN device to use one of the available power levels in transmit
mode, is naturally an attractive idea to save battery energy and has
been receiving considerable attention.

A. Problem Statement

IEEE 802.11 [1] specifies two different medium access control
(MAC) mechanisms in WLANs: the contention-based Distributed
Coordination Function (DCF) and the polling-based Point Coor-
dination Function (PCF). IEEE 802.11a physical layer (PHY) [2]
is the new high-speed PHY developed to operate 802.11 in the
5 GHz Unlicensed National Information Infrastructure (U-NII)
band, which provides 8 PHY modes with transmission rates from
6 Mbps up to 54 Mbps. In [3], we derived the energy consump-
tion performance analytically for uplink data transmissions in an
IEEE 802.11a WLAN under the PCF, and demonstrated the energy-
efficient PCF operation via both TPC and PHY rate adaptation. In
this paper, we address another closely-related but more difficult
problem: how to apply TPC to save energy under the DCF? The
WLAN architecture we are interested in is an infrastructure basic
service set (BSS).

BSS is the basic building block of an IEEE 802.11 WLAN. It
consists of a set of stations controlled by a single coordination func-
tion. There are two types of BSS [4]: independent BSS and in-
frastructure BSS. The infrastructure BSS includes an access point
(AP) and is the most widely-deployed WLAN architecture. For this
reason, we focus on the energy-efficient DCF operation in an in-
frastructure BSS. Moreover, since the AP is normally located at a
fixed position and connected to the power line, energy consumption
at the AP for downlink (AP-to-station) transmissions is usually not
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a critical issue. We are more concerned about energy savings at
battery-operated wireless stations for uplink (station-to-AP) trans-
missions.

In an infrastructure BSS, if a wireless station wants to commu-
nicate with another station, the frames must be first sent to the AP,
and then from the AP to the destination. Due to this reason, all
the wireless stations must be able to hear the AP, but they are not
required to hear each other, and thus, they may appear hidden to
each other. Moreover, as described in [5], by simply allowing wire-
less stations to transmit at different power levels under the DCF,
the number of hidden terminals is likely to increase, which, in turn,
results in more collisions and re-transmissions due to the very na-
ture of DCF’s contention-based access mechanism, and hence, more
energy is consumed eventually. Recognizing the above “hidden
nodes” problem under the DCF, we propose a novel way to exercise
TPC under the DCF. The key ideas are that (1) an RTS/CTS frame
exchange is required before each data transmission; (2) the CTS
frames are transmitted at the full power level by the AP to eliminate
the hidden terminals; and (3) in order to deliver a data frame with
minimum energy consumption, the most energy-efficient combina-
tion of the PHY mode and the transmit power level are adaptively
selected for the next transmission attempt of the frame. Note that
there is no such “hidden nodes” problem under the PCF since the
access to the wireless medium is centrally-controlled by the AP,
thus making the application of TPC to save energy under the PCF
less hassle [3].

B. Related Work

In recent years, several power-management policies have been
proposed to force a WLAN device to sleep adaptively at appropriate
moments to save battery energy [6], [7], [8]. Since TPC determines
the best transmit power level to use in transmit mode, our scheme
is complementary to those power-management policies, which ad-
dress how to switch between transmit/receive and sleeping modes.

In [9], the authors presented a Power-Aware Routing Optimiza-
tion (PARO) scheme to achieve energy-efficient routing in multi-
hop wireless networks. Similar to our scheme, the RTS/CTS frames
are exchanged before the actual data transmissions, and they are
transmitted at the full power level. On the other hand, the data and
acknowledgment frames may be transmitted at lower power levels.
Another similar power control scheme was presented in [10], where
the transmit power levels of the data frames are dynamically ad-
justed with help of an enhanced RTS/CTS mechanism. The authors
of [11] proposed to save energy in IEEE 802.11 WLAN devices by
a combined tuning of the transmit power and the data frame size.
None of the above schemes considers PHY rate adaptation. Since
the 802.11 PHYs support multiple transmission rates, utilizing them
adaptively by choosing the best PHY rate at a give time can en-
hance the system performance. Hence, PHY rate adaptation should
be considered in conjunction with TPC.



C. Organization

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II de-
scribes our proposed energy-efficient DCF operation and Section III
presents and evaluates the simulation results. The paper concludes
with Section IV.

II. T HE ENERGY-EFFICIENT DCF OPERATION

In this section, we present the details of the energy-efficient DCF
operation. The key idea is to combine TPC with adaptive PHY
mode selection, so that the proper PHY rate as well as the best trans-
mit power level can be adaptively selected for the next transmission
attempt of a data frame, according to the up-to-date retry counts of
the frame and the path loss condition, thus delivering data with min-
imum energy consumption. Besides, in order to avoid potentially
more hidden terminals due to TPC, an RTS/CTS frame exchange is
required prior to each data transmission.

A. The Enhanced Four-Way Frame Exchange

We illustrate how to enhance the four-way RTS-CTS-Data-Ack
frame exchange to accommodate our idea, and why to do so, using a
sequence of figures. In these figures, the dashed circle represents the
coverage of the AP, i.e., the scope of the infrastructure BSS centered
by the AP, and its radius is determined by assuming the nominal
transmit power for the AP and the average background noise level.
The conjunction area of the solid circle(s) is the area within which
all the wireless stations are prevented from colliding with the on-
going uplink data transmission from the transmitter (STA) to the AP.
This is because these wireless stations can either update their NAVs
after the RTS/CTS receptions or sense the wireless medium busy,
and then defer their transmission attempts. The wireless stations
outside this area are considered hidden to the transmitter.

Fig. 1(a) shows a simple two-way Data-Ack frame exchange
when the data frame is transmitted using the nominal transmit
power. Clearly, without RTS/CTS support, some wireless stations,
e.g., w1 and w4, are hidden to the transmitter. Moreover, if we sim-
ply allow the transmitter to apply TPC on its data transmissions,
the number of hidden terminals is likely to increase. As shown in
Fig. 1(b), there is one more hidden terminal, w2, if the transmitter
uses the minimum required transmit power to reach the AP for its
data transmissions.
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Fig. 1. Two-way Data-Ack frame exchange

The RTS/CTS mechanism is one of the effective ways to allevi-
ate the “hidden nodes” problem under the DCF. Fig. 2(a) shows a
four-way RTS-CTS-Data-Ack frame exchange when the RTS/CTS
frames are exchanged using the nominal transmit power. Since in an
infrastructure BSS, all the wireless stations should be able to hear
the AP, they can set their NAVs correctly upon reception of the CTS

frames and there are no more hidden terminals in the network. This
scheme works well when the background noise level is stable and
the user mobility is low. However, if the background noise level
increases, the range within which a wireless station is able to cor-
rectly set the NAV shrinks, which, if combined with a high degree of
user mobility, may result in the following three potential problems,
as shown in Fig. 2(b). First, stations w1 and w4 become hidden
terminals again. Second, if the transmitter moves to position I af-
ter its RTS transmission, it won’t be able to receive the CTS frame
from the AP correctly, and thus, the data transmission won’t start
at all. Third, if station w3 moves to position II after it receives the
RTS frame from the transmitter but before receiving the CTS frame
from the AP, then according to the 802.11 standard, w3 may reset
its NAV, which was originally set according to the RTS reception. It
is interesting to notice that all three problems are due to erroneous
CTS receptions.
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Fig. 2. Four-way RTS-CTS-Data-Ack frame exchange

Based on the above observations, we propose to enhance the orig-
inal four-way frame exchange to achieve the energy-efficient DCF
operation as follows. First, the CTS frames are transmitted at the
full power level to eliminate the hidden terminals. Second, the Ack
frames are transmitted at the full power level as well to avoid the
Ack transmission errors. One can do this because both CTS and
Ack frames are transmitted by the AP, which is normally connected
to the power line, and thus the energy consumption at the AP for
downlink transmissions are not critically important. Third, the data
frames are transmitted using the most appropriate combination of
the PHY mode and the transmit power level, such that the energy
consumption is minimized. Note that we need to select the mode-
power combination for the data transmission attempt before the RTS
frame is transmitted, so the duration information carried in the RTS
frame can be properly set according to our PHY mode selection.

B. Pre-Built Mode-Power Combination Table

We solve the problem of finding the best mode-power combina-
tion {m∗,P∗t } by applying the dynamic programming technique.
A wireless station computes off-line the mode-power combination
table indexed by the data payload length (`), the path loss condition
(s) from itself to the AP, and the frame retry counts (SRC, LRC).
Each entry of the table is the best mode-power combination in the
sense of minimizing the expected average energy consumption (J )
under the corresponding situation. Note thatJ is the ratio of the ex-
pected total energy consumption (E) to the expected delivered data
payload (L), and is measured inJoule per delivered data bit. At
run-time, the wireless station estimatess and selects the best mode-
power combination for the next data frame transmission attempt by
a simple table lookup. We assume that the transmission error (due to
background noise) probabilities of the RTS, CTS, and Ack frames



are negligible because of their small frame sizes and robust trans-
mission rates. The table entries are computed as follows.

First, consider the special case when SRC is equal to
dot11ShortRetryLimitand/or LRC is equal todot11LongRetryLimit.
Obviously, since at least one of the frame retry limits has been
reached, the data frame will be discarded without further transmis-
sion attempts. Hence, for anym andPt, we always have




E(m,Pt, `, s, dot11ShortRetryLimit, LRC) = 0,

L(m,Pt, `, s, dot11ShortRetryLimit, LRC) = 0,
(1)

and



E(m,Pt, `, s, SRC, dot11LongRetryLimit) = 0,

L(m,Pt, `, s, SRC, dot11LongRetryLimit) = 0.
(2)

Now, let’s consider the general case when0 ≤ SRC <
dot11ShortRetryLimitand0 ≤ LRC < dot11LongRetryLimit. As-
sume that PHY modem and transmit powerPt are selected for
the next data transmission attempt. The frame delivery is successful
only if the RTS transmission succeeds without collision and the data
transmission is error-free or results in correctable errors. Otherwise,
the station has to re-contend for the wireless medium to re-transmit
the frame. Based on the above observations, we can construct the
following recursive relations:

J (m,Pt, `, s, SRC, LRC) =
E(m,Pt, `, s, SRC, LRC)
L(m,Pt, `, s, SRC, LRC)

, (3)

where

E(m,Pt, `, s, SRC, LRC) =
Ebkoff (SRC, LRC) + Efreeze

+ (1− Pc,rts) · [1− Pe,data(m,Pt, `, s)]
· [Erts−sifs−cts−sifs + Edata(m,Pt, `) + Esifs

+ Eack + Edifs]
+ (1− Pc,rts) · Pe,data(m,Pt, `, s)
· [Erts−sifs−cts−sifs + Edata(m,Pt, `) + Eack tout

+ E(m∗(`, s, SRC, LRC+1),P∗t (`, s, SRC, LRC+1),
`, s, SRC, LRC+1)]

+ Pc,rts · [Erts + Ects tout

+ E(m∗(`, s, SRC+1, LRC),P∗t (`, s, SRC+1, LRC),
`, s, SRC+1, LRC)], (4)

and

L(m,Pt, `, s, SRC, LRC) =
(1− Pc,rts) · [1− Pe,data(m,Pt, `, s)] · `
+ (1− Pc,rts) · Pe,data(m,Pt, `, s)
· L(m∗(`, s, SRC, LRC+1),P∗t (`, s, SRC, LRC+1),

`, s, SRC, LRC+1)
+ Pc,rts · L(m∗(`, s, SRC+1, LRC),P∗t (`, s, SRC+1, LRC),

`, s, SRC+1, LRC), (5)

respectively, wherePc,rts is the RTS collision probability and varies
with the network configuration,Pe,data, the data transmission error

probability, is a function ofm, Pt, `, ands, and varies with the
wireless channel noise model, and

Erts−sifs−cts−sifs = Erts + 2 · Esifs + Ects. (6)

Since an Ack (CTS) timeout is equal to a SIFS time, plus an Ack
(CTS) transmission time, and plus a Slot time, we have

Eack tout = Esifs + Eack + Eslot, (7)

and
Ects tout = Esifs + Ects + Eslot. (8)

Erts, Edata, Ects, andEack represent the energy consumed to trans-
mit an RTS/Data frame, or receive a CTS/Ack frame, respectively.
Ebkoff andEfreeze constitute the total energy consumption during
a backoff period, and represent the energy consumption while the
backoff counter is decrementing and the energy consumption while
the backoff counter is frozen due to the busy medium, respectively.
Moreover,Esifs, Edifs, andEslot denote the energy consumptions
of a WLAN card being idle for SIFS time, DIFS time, and Slot time,
respectively. Due to the space limitation, please refer to [12] for the
details of the probability analysis and the energy consumption cal-
culation.

Consequently, the best mode-power combination to transmit a
data frame and the corresponding minimum average energy con-
sumption are, respectively,

{m∗(`, s, SRC, LRC), P∗t (`, s, SRC, LRC)}
= arg min

{m,Pt}
J (m,Pt, `, s, SRC, LRC), (9)

and

J ∗(`, s, SRC, LRC) = J (m∗,P∗t , `, s, SRC, LRC)
= min
{m,Pt}

J (m,Pt, `, s, SRC, LRC). (10)

Therefore, by using the special case as the boundary condition,
we have fully specified the computation of the table entries of
the mode-power combination table by Eqs. (1), (2), (3), (4), (5),
and (9).

III. PERFORMANCEEVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed
energy-efficient DCF operation by simulation results. For simu-
lation, we used the ns-2 simulator [13] and enhanced the original
802.11 DCF module provided by ns-2 to support 802.11a PHY,
PHY rate adaptation, and TPC.

A. Simulation Setup

As specified in the 802.11 standard, the maximum transmit power
is limited to 200 mW (i.e., 23 dBm) [4] for the middle band of
the 5 GHz U-NII band, which is suitable for indoor environments.
Therefore, in our simulation, a TPC-enabled 802.11a device is al-
lowed to choose any one of the 15 transmit power levels (from -19
dBm to 23 dBm with 3 dBm gaps) to transmit a data frame, and
15 dBm is selected as the nominal transmit power by referring to
the specification of the Agere ORiNOCO cards [14]. The back-
ground noise level is set to -93 dBm. Besides, we use a log-distance
path loss model with path loss exponent of four [15] to simulate the



indoor office environment. The four testing schemes under consid-
eration are:
• (I) RTS-CTS-Data(TPC)-Ack
• (II) RTS-CTS-Data(15dBm)-Ack
• (III) Data(TPC)-Ack
• (IV) Data(15dBm)-Ack

PHY rate adaptation is used in all testing schemes. Note that
Scheme I is our proposed energy-efficient DCF operation. In or-
der to have a fair comparison, the Ack and/or CTS frames are also
transmitted using the full power in the other three testing schemes.

Each simulation run is performed for a duration of 10 seconds in
an 802.11a infrastructure BSS with 8 wireless stations contending
for uplink transmissions. Each station transmits in a greedy mode,
i.e., its data queue is never empty. All the data frames are 1500-octet
long and transmitted without fragmentation. The initial energy of
each station is 1000 Joules, which is enough to keep stations opera-
tional without running out of energy during the simulation. Testing
schemes are compared with each other in terms of the delivered data
per unit of energy consumption (in MBits/Joule), which is calcu-
lated as the ratio of the total amount of uplink data received by the
AP to the total energy consumption over all the wireless stations
in the network. Note that the larger this value, the more energy-
efficient a scheme is. We also compare the aggregate goodput (in
Mbps) and the frame collision probability of the testing schemes.

B. The Mode-Power Combination Table

Fig. 3 shows a snapshot of the (4-dimensional) mode-power com-
bination table wheǹ = 1500 and (SRC, LRC) = (0, 0).
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Fig. 3. A snapshot of the mode-power combination table when` = 1500 and
(SRC, LRC) = (0, 0)

We have three observations. First, when the path loss is large,
the lower PHY modes are preferred since they are more robust and
have better error performance. On the other hand, when the path
loss is small, higher PHY modes are used to save energy since the
duration of a single transmission attempt is shorter. Second, a low
transmit power level does not necessarily result in low energy con-
sumption. This is because, for the same PHY mode, adopting a
lower transmit power level may lead to less energy consumption
in one single transmission attempt, but the consequent low signal-
to-noise ratio at the receiver side may cause more re-transmissions
and hence greater total energy consumption. Third, the combina-
tion of a higher PHY mode with stronger transmit power may result
in lower energy consumption than the combination of a lower PHY

mode with rather weaker transmit power. For example, as shown
in the figure, when the path loss is about 80 dB, PHY mode 7 is
selected with the transmit power of 8 dBm, while for the path loss
slightly higher than 80 dB, PHY mode 8 is used again, however,
with a higher power level at 11 dBm. Similar switch-backs can also
be observed at other path loss ranges in the figure.

The snapshots for other`, SRC, and LRC values can be approx-
imately viewed as different shifted versions of Fig. 3. In general,
when a data frame carries a larger payload (`↑) or less transmission
attempts remain for a data frame (SRC↑ and/or LRC↑), the figure
shifts left and the more conservative combinations (i.e., lower PHY
mode and higher transmit power) are selected under the same path
loss condition; otherwise, it shifts right.

C. Simulation Results

We first compare the testing schemes in the star-topology wire-
less networks, where 8 wireless stations are evenly spaced on a cir-
cle centered by the AP with the radius ofr. In the simulation, we
set the carrier sensing threshold to -91 dBm, meaning that if the
distance between two wireless stations results in a path loss larger
than (Pt+91) dB, the two stations are hidden to each other. Clearly,
the hidden node ratio (δ) of a star-topology wireless network varies
with different transmit power levels and different network sizes. We
evaluate the performance of the testing schemes for 5 different net-
work sizes, and Table I lists ther values and the corresponding
hidden node ratios for nominal transmit power.

TABLE I
HIDDEN NODE RATIOS OF DIFFERENT STAR-TOPOLOGY NETWORKS

r (m) 1 12 15 20 28
δ 0 0 1/7 3/7 5/7

The comparison results of the delivered data per Joule, the ag-
gregate goodput, and the frame collision probability are shown in
Figs. 4(a), (b), and (c), respectively. The “random” topology shown
as the last columns in the figure will be discussed later. We have the
following three main observations.

First, Scheme I consistently outperforms Scheme II in terms of
the delivered data per Joule in all the simulated networks. This is
reasonable because Scheme I is designed to be the most energy-
efficient in transmitting data frames via four-way handshakes. For
example, whenr = 1 or 12, although Scheme I and II achieve com-
parable aggregate goodput since they use the same PHY mode,
Scheme I transmits data frames using a power level lower than
15 dBm to save energy. Besides, it is interesting to notice that,
when a = 28, Scheme II shows very low aggregate goodput. This
is because even with the most robust PHY mode, the fixed 15 dBm
transmit power used in Scheme II is still not high enough to com-
bat the very high path loss, thus resulting in a significant number of
data transmission errors.

Second, when there are no hidden terminals in the network (r = 1
or 12), all four schemes present similar frame collision proba-
bilities, and Scheme I results in a lower aggregate goodput than
Schemes III and IV due to the additional RTS/CTS frame exchanges
before the data transmissions. When the path loss is very small
(r = 1), Scheme I is able to select a very low power level for its
data transmissions. As a result, Scheme I and IV shows compara-
ble energy-efficiency performances, which is evidenced by similar
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Fig. 4. Comparison of the testing schemes

values of the delivered data per Joule. However, when the path loss
is large (r = 12), Scheme I has to select a high power level for its
data transmissions and, in turn, shows worse energy-efficiency per-
formance than both Schemes III and IV. Actually, this is the worst
scenario for our proposed scheme.

Third, when there are hidden terminals in the network (r = 15, 20,
or 28), the performance of all four schemes degrades. With a larger
hidden node ratio, more stations are hidden to each other in the
network and the frame collision probability increases, thus the per-
formance degrades even more. Schemes I and II are less affected by
the presence of hidden terminals than Schemes III and IV because,
by exchanging the RTS/CTS frames to reserve the wireless medium
before the actual data transmission, the collisions can only occur
to the RTS frames whose transmission time is much shorter than
that of the data frames. As mentioned in Section I, one potential
problem of applying TPC directly to the data transmissions is that it
might result in more hidden terminals. We observe such problem in
the simulated network ofr = 15. In this case, Scheme III selects the
mode-power combination of PHY mode 4 and 11 dBm for the data
transmissions, while all the other schemes use the nominal 15 dBm
power level to attempt either RTS or data transmissions to contend
for the wireless medium. As a result, the hidden node ratio of the
network, when Scheme III is used, becomes 3/7 instead of 1/7. On
the other hand, in the simulated network ofr = 28, Scheme III se-
lects the mode-power combination of PHY mode 4 and 23 dBm,
which actually results in less hidden terminals (δ = 3/7). The facts
explained above are supported by the similar frame collision prob-
abilities for Scheme III whenr =15, 20, and 28. Note that when
r = 20, Scheme III selects the mode-power combination of PHY
mode 4 and 17 dBm. Another observation is the extremely small
values of the delivered data per Joule and the aggregate goodput
when Scheme IV is used in the simulated network ofr = 28. This
is because Scheme IV suffers both a high frame collision probabil-
ity — which is due to the large hidden node ratio and the long data
transmission time — and a high data transmission error probability
due to the large path loss.

We also evaluate the performances of the testing schemes in
randomly-generated network topologies: the initial locations of the
8 wireless stations in the network are arbitrarily determined, and
each station can move in any direction with speed up to 5m/s —
which is considered as the maximum speed for indoor movements.
The results are averaged over 10 different random topologies and
shown as the last columns in Figs. 4(a), (b), and (c). Clearly, our
proposed scheme performs the best.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we demonstrate the energy-efficient DCF op-
eration via TPC and PHY rate adaptation in IEEE 802.11a in-
frastructure BSSs. The key idea is to enforce the RTS/CTS
frame exchange before each data transmission, and then select the
most energy-efficient mode-power combination for the subsequent
data frame transmission. We compare the energy-efficiency and
aggregate-goodput performances of the proposed scheme against
three other schemes: RTS-CTS-Data(15dBm)-Ack, Data(TPC)-
Ack, and Data(15dBm)-Ack. Simulation results show that our
scheme consistently outperforms the RTS-CTS-Data(15dBm)-Ack
scheme and is significantly better than the Data(TPC/15dBm)-Ack
schemes in the presence of hidden terminals — which are often
found in the real networks.
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